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SolidWorks Administration BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Welcome to the SolidWorks Administration Bible. This book has been written as a desk reference for anyone charged with installing, implementing, and maintaining SolidWorks and Workgroup PDM for yourself or for other users in your company.


	Whether you are a professional CAD Administrator, a full-time engineer or designer pressed...
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The Real Sexy, Smart and Strong: 30 Tips to Boost Confidence, Get Fit and Feel Great, Inside and OutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	"My life’s passion is to connect people all over the world with their success potential. Patch’s book confirms just how smart exercise is—for your success and for keeping every part of your life in top condition. A must-read for everyone!"

	—Jack Canfield, Co-creator, of The Success...
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My Time Will Come: A Memoir of Crime, Punishment, Hope, and RedemptionPantheon, 2021

	The inspiring story of activist and poet Ian Manuel, who at the age of fourteen was sentenced to life in prison. He survived eighteen years in solitary confinement—through his own determination and dedication to art—until he was freed as part of an incredible crusade by the Equal Justice Initiative.

	 
...
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The Ap Professional Graphics Cd-Rom LibraryAcademic Press, 1995
This volume attempts to continue along the path blazed by the first two volumes of this series, capturing the spirit of the creative graphics programmer. Each of the Gems represents a carefully crafted technique or idea that has proven useful for the respective author. These contributors have graciously allowed these ideas to be shared with you....
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Islamic Biomedical Ethics: Principles and ApplicationOxford University Press, 2009
Biomedical ethics is a burgeoning academic field with complex and far-reaching consequences.  Whereas in Western secular bioethics this subject falls within larger ethical theories and applications (utilitarianism, deontology, teleology, and the like), Islamic biomedical ethics has yet to find its natural academic home in Islamic studies.
...
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Building Your Team's Morale, Pride, And SpiritCenter for Creative Leadership, 2004
This book will help you determine your current level of readiness with respect to the characteristics and skills necessary for building morale, pride and spirit.

To build morale, pride, and spirit, a leader needs certain characteristics and skills. This book will help you determine your current level of readiness. It describes two key...
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Photoshop 7 in No TimePrentice Hall, 2003
This is a book about Photoshop 7. Photoshop is Adobe’s venerable imageediting software, the darling of creative professionals everywhere. With Photoshop, you can prepare artwork for print and the Web, create and edit pixel-based graphics, repair damaged photographs, apply special effects, and convert graphics files from one format to another....
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Face Processing: Advanced Modeling and MethodsAcademic Press, 2005
As one of the most important applications of image analysis and understanding, face recognition has recently received significant attention, especially during the past 10 years. There are at least two reasons for this trend: the first is the wide range of commercial and law-enforcement applications, and the second is the availability of feasible...
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Game Day: A Rollicking Journey to the Heart of College FootballJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The popular college football analyst weighs in on the craziness of college football and the 2008 season

If television's college football analysts had a Hall of Fame, Craig James would definitely be in it. His opinion and insight on ABC and ESPN-not to mention occasional jabs of sharp humor and Texas charm-are as addictive as the games...
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Frommer's Hawaii 2012 (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2011
	
		Full color throughout.
	
		Free full-color, foldout map.
	
		Completely updated every year.
	
		Each of our candid hotel reviews is based on a detailed personal inspection. You'll find lavish beachfront resorts, intimate rain-forest B&Bs, family-friendly condos, and much,...
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Hacking: The Art of ExploitationNo Starch Press, 2003
This text introduces the spirit and theory of hacking as well as the science behind it all; it also provides some core techniques and tricks of hacking so you can think like a hacker, write your own hacks or thwart potential system attacks.

Hacking is the art of creating problem solving, whether used to find an unconventional solution to...
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Audio Signal Processing for Next-Generation Multimedia Communication SystemsSpringer, 2004
This book has its origins in the Multimedia Communications Research Center at Bell Laboratories. It will likely be the last thing coming from this Center, since it no longer exists. This book reflects our vision on next-generation multimedia communication systems, shared by many researchers who worked with us at a time in the last several years in...
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